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Literature has been the mirror of society. It has found its influence in varied disciplines of life. 

Literature has itself been influenced by other forms of art and has also had a marked influence on other 

streams of art. Film making and Cinematography are such fields of art where literature and especially the 

genre of the novels have made immense impact. A novel like Pride and Prejudice written by a 

Victorian novelist continues to inspire filmmakers all over the world including India, to make a film as an 

adaptation of this novel in the twenty first century. This fact speaks of the universality as well as the 

lasting quality of the novel - as a genre of literature.  

Novels have been frequently adapted for films. Adapting novel into a film has been described as 

boiling an ice to make a stock cube. The average genre novel today is 80-120,000 words while the 

average hour and a half action screenplay is only 5000 words or so. One of the greatest pleasures of 

movie going is seeing a beloved novel adapted for a screen, one of the big delights of novel reading is 

encountering a book that has been made into a favorite film.  
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Introduction : 

Over the ages writing has been a part and parcel of  

man's quest for expression of his wishes, emotions and  

truth. The Renaissance period brought along the dawn  

of an era of literary activities wherein books became the  

commonest method of learning and education. Books  

rapidly grew to a status of being regarded not only a  

source of education but a means of entertainment as  

well. In the beginning of the nineteenth century books  

were mainly being published with the sole purpose of  

reaching out to the readers' heart and that's when the  

concept of novels came in. The writers would provide  

just the spice needed to quench the reader's appetite.  

Nineteenth- Twentieth Century was the period of  

uprising of the English literature. Reading novels  

became a sophisticated tendency in the modern English  

society. Great authors like Austen, Stevenson,  

Maupassant, and Shakespeare enriched the English  

Literature with their great works. The never ending craze  

for appealing   stories continued till the entertainment  

criterion was totally overtaken by the electronic media  

and the new television age began. Reading was  

overthrown as a passion by the rising television viewing 
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statistics. Films gave a great boost to television 

viewership. People began to prefer visual stories over 

stories, the experience that books gave them 

Initially, however, films were made just to entertain  

the masses and contained light elements. As the time  

advanced the public became more and more  

demanding and wanted more than just fun. They began  

to relate movies to their personal lives and sought more  

of wisdom in it which they once got from intellectual  

piece of writing. Many of the existing novels were then  

converted into films which gave a live visual glimpse of  

those soul enriching stories   which could once be only  

imagined. Thus as this concept got a boost a new trend  

of converting novels into major films began which is  

continued until the present day. 

Novel adaptation under research study are : 

1. PRIDE AND PREJUDICE {JANE AUSTEN 1813} 

2. A PASSAGE TO INDIA {E.M.FORSTER 1924} 

Pride and prejudice : 

The novel was penned down by the great Victorian 
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